This section will cover our guidelines for securing permissions to reproduce previously published texts and tables in your work. For additional information about reproducing illustrations, please refer to our Art Submission Guidelines, which can be found at unmpress.com/contracted-authors.

It is the author's responsibility to obtain permissions for copyrighted material taken from outside sources, to pay any permissions fees if required, and to provide any free copies of the book the rights holder requires. Before securing any permissions, we strongly suggest that you have a detailed discussion with your acquisitions editor, so he or she can instruct you on what may require permission to use in your work and what does not.

If you are submitting an initial draft of the manuscript for peer review, it is not necessary to have permissions in order, though it is a good idea to start your search for the rights holders, especially for materials of an obscure provenance.

Since you guarantee in your contract that you have not used copyrighted materials without permission, a manuscript received in final form for publication is assumed to be cleared for use of all material from other sources. This includes written permission from the rights holder and an agreement between you and the rights holder that you will pay any permission fees. Copies of any such permissions correspondence should be sent to your acquisitions editor at the time you send the final draft for copyediting; your editor must evaluate the correspondence in order to ascertain any potential rights restrictions that might have a bearing on the publication of your book. Under no conditions will we begin the copyediting of a manuscript before all permissions have been cleared, so we encourage you to seek permissions as soon as possible once your manuscript has been approved for publication.

When Permission Is Not Required

The concept of fair use permits inclusion of short quotations (less than 10 percent in total of the original work) in scholarly books for accurate citation of an authority or for criticism, review, or evaluation; obtaining permission for such use is not necessary. Authors should therefore save themselves and publishers needless correspondence by first trying to determine if their use of copyrighted material comes under the category of fair use.

A rough rule of thumb is that permission is not required if the total number of words used from any single source is fewer than 400. However, there are exceptions to this—for example, when the whole work from which the quotations are taken is itself quite short. Fair use requires that in addition to using only a small portion of the original work, you must not use that work to sell
your own, or hinder the copyright holder’s ability to profit from sales of the original work. If in doubt, consult your acquiring editor before writing to the copyright owner.

Permission need not be obtained for material that is not a direct quotation but is paraphrased or summarized from another source, including any published data you use to create a table. It should be clearly indicated as such (that is, it should be separated from your own statements and credited to the original source, or you should include a credit note on the table if you have used someone else’s data for it).

If material of any length is taken from a work whose publication falls within the public domain, you do not need permission to reprint it. A work is in the public domain 1) if it was published before 1923 or 2) if seventy years have passed since the death of the author of the original work. If you are unsure about whether a work has passed into the public domain, you may consult the records of the US Copyright Office to ascertain status. Materials from the Library of Congress or any other federal agency are considered to be owned by the public, and thus also fall under the category of public domain.

When Permission Is Required

Reproduction of an Entire Document

When you reproduce a complete unit—whether a poem, song, letter, short story, article, or complete chapter—you will need to secure permission from the copyright holder if the work is not in the public domain. Translations published after January 1, 1923, are subject to copyright and follow the same rules as prose. A release is required for interviews in which the interviewee is identified by name.

Reproduction of Portions of Works

Material that is quoted for its own sake and exists as a separate element in your book, no matter the length (as in an epigraph or an anthology of readings), requires permission. The publisher of the material quoted in this way especially is justified in requiring a fee. For this reason, when writing to the publisher for permission, you should give the exact location of the material requested, the nature of its use, and a rough estimate of the number of words.

In the case of poetry and music lyrics, permission is required to reprint more than one line of a short poem still under copyright, or any words or music of a popular song.

Reproduction from Your Own Work

Quoting from your own work previously published in copyrighted magazines or journals requires permission. However, for works published after January 1, 1978, you need permission only if you have signed a written agreement with the publisher. If your publication agreement does not clearly state that your material can be reused without permission so long as proper credit is given, you may request a transfer of copyright or a grant of publication rights from the
publisher of your work. If any of the chapters have been published elsewhere, or if a contract with another publisher supersedes the contract you have with us, you (or the contributors, in an edited volume) will need to secure permission from the originating publisher.

After acceptance of your manuscript for publication, you may wish to make arrangements for publication of a chapter (or some other section of your UNM Press book that is longer than the fair-usage limit) in another book or a scholarly journal. We have no objection to this, within reasonable limits, provided that you clear the plan with us beforehand in writing.

How to Find and Contact Rights Holders

Copyright of published material is usually controlled by the publisher, while common-law copyright of unpublished material is controlled by the author or the author's heirs. In most cases, the copyright holder for previously published text materials can be found on the copyright page of the book. If you are having trouble ascertaining the copyright holder, please talk to your acquisitions editor.

Once you have discovered the rights holder for a particular work, you will need to contact them in writing to request permission. We have provided sample permission letters on our website that you may copy and use, though many publishers, especially the large publishing houses, have specific permissions forms (generally posted at their respective websites). In requesting permission, you should include the following information:

- Tentative title of the book
- Prospective publisher
- Approximate date of publication
- Specification of exact pages being quoted from the original work
- Approximate number of words or lines
- First and last words of each passage in the publication from which you wish to quote
- A photocopy or typed excerpt

How to Acknowledge Text Permissions

Some rights holders will specify specific wording for acknowledging the permission or a specific placement for the permission. For instance, you might have to include the permission credit on the copyright page as part of the terms of the permissions agreement. Please abide fully with the original publisher's wishes and make sure that your editor knows if there are any special or unusual credit-line requirements.

If the rights holder does not provide specific instructions on how to acknowledge the permission, please include original publication information somewhere in the front matter of your manuscript along with a generic “thank you” to the rights holder.